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1. INTRODUCTION
The Multi-Meteorology Air Quality (MMAQ)
Ensemble Project applies the ensemble
forecasting techniques that have so successfully
improved numerical weather prediction [Kalnay,
2003] to regional air quality forecasting. The
ensemble focuses on meteorological uncertainty,
the largest source of error in air quality modeling
[McKeen et al., 2005]. The models chosen for this
project are WRF-ARW (Weather Research and
Forecasting model—Advanced Research WRF),
SMOKE (Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel Emission
system), and CMAQ (Community Multiscale Air
Quality model).The project uses varied physics
mesoscale meteorology ensembles to create
emissions ensembles. Both sets of ensembles are
used to initialize and generate air quality
ensembles. The ozone forecasts for each
ensemble and the ensemble average will then be
evaluated against observations.
The research questions that will be addressed
are (1) How sensitive is emissions model to
meteorology physics options? (2) How sensitive is
air quality model to meteorology physics options?
(3) Is the ensemble spread sufficient to represent
forecast uncertainty?
This paper will examine the preliminary results
of MMAQ. It focuses on the spread generated by
the WRF varied physics ensemble in meteorology
variables essential to air quality modeling.

2. METHODOLOGY
The WRF-ARW v. 2.2.1 mesoscale
meteorology model used for MMAQ is a fully
compressible, nonhydrostatic model with an
Eulerian mass dynamical core [Skamarock et al.,
2005]. Unlike MM5 (5th-Generation NCAR/Penn
State Mesoscale Model), mass is conserved so
that WRF can be better coupled with chemistry/air
quality models. WRF can easily generate varied
physics ensembles. It includes multiple physics
options for turbulence/diffusion, radiation (long and
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shortwave), land surface, surface layer, planetary
boundary layer, cumulus, and microphysics. Both
CMAQ and WRF use Arakawa C grid staggering
and the mass conserving vertical coordinate is
compatible with the generalized vertical
coordinates of CMAQ, which reduces interpolation
error [Byun and Schere, 2006].
In the MMAQ project, WRF is initialized with
high resolution (5 m) static data for topography,
land use, and soil types for the bottom and top
layers. All dynamic fields are initialized using NAM
(North American Mesoscale) model output at 40
km resolution and boundary conditions are
updated every 3 hours.
The domain for the MMAQ ensembles is the
continental United States (CONUS) with 12 km
resolution. The domain has 30 uneven levels,
giving 29 layers, with higher resolution in the
planetary boundary layer (PBL). The middle of the
lowest layer is defined at an altitude of
approximately 10 m, the level at which surface
winds are typically measured.
The case study selected to test the MMAQ
ensembles is the ozone event on 2008 June 12 to
13. This event generated red code days in the
Northeast, Midwest, and West Coast United
States. It also features transport of ozone east
from June 12 to June 13. By using the MMAQ
ensemble, we can determine whether it would
have been able to improve the forecast, e.g., have
forecast red code days in the areas in which they
occurred but were not forecast.

3. WRF VARIED PHYSICS ENSEMBLES
The meteorology ensembles are created
through using different combinations of three
physics options: land surface model, planetary
boundary layer (PBL) and surface layer (SL)
schemes, and cumulus-convection
parameterizations. Selecting two options for each
type of physics results in eight ensemble
members.
The two land surface models used are Noah
Land Surface Model [Ek et al., 2003] and the
Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) Land Surface Model
[Benjamin et al., 2004]. Both are sophisticated
land surface models that include vegetation and
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canopy water effects, frozen soil physics, and
fractional snow cover. The most significant
difference in the two models is how they discretize
the soil below the surface. The Noah Land Surface
Model has four layers below ground: 0-10 cm, 1040 cm, 40-100 cm, and 100-200 cm. The RUC
Land Surface Model uses six levels: 0 cm, 5 cm,
20 cm, 40 cm, 160 cm, and 300cm. Unlike Noah,
RUC has multi-layer snow with varying snow
density and temperatures. RUC relies on internal
values and does not use other properties or tables
from USGS that Noah does.
The two PBL options used the MellorYamada-Janjić (MYJ) PBL Scheme [Mellor and
Yamada, 1982; Janjić, 2001] and Yonsei
University PBL Scheme [Hong et al., 2003]. MYJ
uses a 1.5 order, level 2.5 turbulence closure
approach. It predicts turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE) from which it calculates diffusivity (K) and
PBL height. It is a local vertical mixing scheme in
the boundary layer and free atmosphere. An upper
limit is placed on the master scale length.
Entrainment is parameterized, not explicit. It is
known to have a moist, cool bias. The Yonsei
University scheme is a non-local K scheme with
explicit entrainment. It uses a K profile and a
countergradient term for heat and moisture in an
unstable boundary layer. PBL height is calculated
from the buoyancy/thermal profile. Vertical
diffusion in the free atmosphere is based on the
Richardson number.
The two PBL schemes have complementary
surface layer schemes: the Eta Janjić similarity
surface layer scheme [Janjić, 2001] for MYJ PBL
scheme and the MRF (Medium Range Forecast)
surface layer scheme [Chen et al., 1997] for the
Yonsei University PBL scheme. Both surface layer
schemes are based on similarity theory. Eta
Janjić incorporates a viscous sublayer that is
implicitly parameterized through roughness height
for land and explicitly parameterized for water. In
contrast, MRF uses a parameterized relationship
between roughness length and friction velocity for
water surfaces. Eta Janjić is able to simulate
unstable surface layers with minimal wind speeds,
a situation that can produce singularities in other
surface layer schemes. An iterative method is
used to compute heat, moisture, and momentum
fluxes. The MRF surface layer scheme (also
known as the first Monin-Obukhov similarity
scheme) uses stability functions based on four
stability regimes: stable, neutral, forced
convection, and free convection [Zhang and
Anthes, 1982]. The heat and moisture exchange
coefficients are enlarged using the concept of
“convective velocity.”

The two convection parameterizations are the
modified version of the Kain-Fritsch (KF-Eta)
cumulus scheme [Kain, 2004] and the GrellDévényi Ensemble (GDE) cumulus scheme [Grell
and Dévényi, 2002]. KF-Eta is a relatively simple
model of cumulus cloud development and
precipitation with a long history of development
behind it. GDE is a newer cloud scheme that
utilizes an unweighted ensemble average of 144
members and is adapted from data assimilation
techniques. KF Eta applies a mass flux approach
to updrafts and downdrafts, while GDE explicitly
simulates them. In GDE, the downdrafts are linked
to shear so that more shear results in less
precipitation. Both cumulus parameterizations
model cloud entrainment and detrainment. In KF
Eta, the entrainment rate is calculated from the
low level convergence. A minimum entrainment
rate avoids singularities in unstable and dry
conditions. GDE ties the strength of convection to
the large scale so that stabilization by convection
results in destabilization. The ensemble approach
allows GDE to use multiple closure assumptions,
which include convective available potential
energy (CAPE) removal, low-level vertical velocity,
quasi-equilibrium, or moisture convergence.
The MMAQ ensemble combinations are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: WRF Varied Physics Ensembles
Ensemble Land
PBL/SL
Cumulus
1
Noah
MYJ
KF-Eta
2
Noah
MYJ
GDE
3
Noah
Yonsei
KF-Eta
4
Noah
Yonsei
GDE
5
RUC
MYJ
KF-Eta
6
RUC
MYJ
GDE
7
RUC
Yonsei
KF-Eat
8
RUC
Yonsei
GDE
The WRF ensembles share the same settings
for the other key physics options. These are the
CAM (Community Atmosphere Model) shortwave
and longwave radiation, Thompson microphysics,
Coordinate Surface/Simple diffusion, and
Smagorinsky 2D Deformation turbulence
parameterizations. The simulation time step is set
for 30 seconds to avoid Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
(CFL) violations. The PBL and surface layer
schemes are run every time step but the cumulus
parameterization is called every 2 minutes. The
radiation parameterization is only run every 12
minutes. WRF is set to zero out very small and
negative microphysics cloud and precipitation
variables as well as negative water vapor
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variables if they fall below a critical value. All CAM
and GDE options are set to the default values,
except that the CAM absolute dimension 2 is set to
the number of vertical layers in the grid (29). The
number of soil layers is changed from 4 for Noah
to 6 for RUC. Vertical velocity damping is enabled
and the model is run in a non-hydrostatic mode. A
positive definite advection scheme is used for
moisture, which enhances summer precipitation
simulations. The output is produced hourly.

schemes have 2 m temperature variance very
similar to the variance of all ensembles.

4. WRF ENSEMBLE VARIANCE
The WRF ensemble results were analyzed to
determine the amount of spread in the ensemble
for meteorology variables most important to air
quality: 2 m temperature, 10 m U and V winds, 2
m water vapor mixing ratio, and accumulated
cumulus precipitation [Seaman, 2000].
Since the timing and location of the variance in
meteorology factors is essential given the diurnal
variability in ozone production, an hour-by-hour
anomaly was calculated for each grid box using an
unweighted ensemble average as the mean. From
the anomalies, an average variance for all eight
ensembles was calculated. To evaluate the impact
of the six different parameterizations used, an
average variance for the four ensembles using
each scheme was also computed.

4.1 Temperature at 2 m
The value of 2 m temperature (T2) over the
simulation period and domain ranged from 266 K
to 315 K in the ensemble average. Temperature
peaks occurred at 2:00 pm EST. Looking at the
variance for all ensembles, the largest variance in
2 m temperature occurs at night from 8:00 p.m. to
5:00 a.m. EST. The peak variance values occurs
at 8:00 p.m. EST and forms a band from Maine to
Louisiana and from Montana to Utah, with some
values of 25 K2 (see Figure 1). During the daylight
2
hours, the variance reaches only 5 K and only in
isolated areas of the continental United States.
The two land surface models show the same
diurnal and geographical patterns but Noah model
has the larger magnitude of variance, with a
2
difference of up to 14 K in maximum variance.
The two PBL schemes have similar magnitude
variance but the 2 m temperature variance in
Mellor-Yamada-Janjić is more prevalent in the
eastern U.S. and in the Yonsei University is more
prevalent in the western U.S. The two cumulus

Figure 1: Peak hourly variance of 2 m temperature for
all ensembles.

4.2 U Winds at 10 m
The values of 10 m x-coordinate wind (U10)
over the simulation period and domain ranged
from -13 to 15 m/s in the ensemble average. The
highest values are in the early evening of June 13.
Looking at all ensembles, variance appears to
2 2
average below 1 m s- . Higher values appear to
be isolated from Nebraska to Texas and near
Florida (see Figure 2).
The variance in the two land surface models is
very similar in spatial distribution and magnitude.
However, the Yonsei University PBL scheme
shows higher magnitude U wind variance than the
Mellor-Yamada-Janjić PBL scheme. The two
cumulus schemes showed very little divergence in
variance between each other and with all
ensembles.

Figure 2: Peak hourly variance of 10 m U wind for all
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ensembles.

4.3 V Winds at 10 m
The range of 10 m y-coordinate wind (V10)
over the simulation period ranged from -17 to 13
m/s in the ensemble average. Like U winds, the
highest variances for all ensembles are in the
evening. Again, the average variance appears to
2 -2
be below 1 m s . The peak variance in V winds
occurs at 5:00 p.m. EST and is concentrated over
Iowa (see Figure 3).
Overall, there is not much difference in
magnitude of variance between the two land
surface models. However, the Noah Land Surface
Model shows more variance in the eastern United
States than the RUC Land Surface Model. The
same pattern occurs with the two PBL schemes:
the Yonsei University parameterization has more
variance in the eastern U.S. than the MellorYamada-Janjić scheme. No significant contrast
could be found for the two cumulus
parameterizations.

Vtable that will incorporate this data is planned.
The variance for water vapor for all is highest in
magnitude at 3:00 p.m. and is focused in the
Midwest, South, and all along the East Coast (see
Figure 4).
This variance is contributed primarily by the
RUC Land Surface Model, which has a
significantly stronger variance compared to the
Noah Land Surface Model ensembles. The MellorYamada-Janjić PBL scheme contributes the
majority of the variance from Louisiana up to
Michigan while its variance in other parts of the
United States is similar in location and magnitude
to the Yonsei University PBL scheme. The two
cumulus parameterizations show few differences
in water vapor variances from all ensembles.

Figure 4: Peak hourly variance of 2 m water vapor
mixing ratio for all ensembles.

4.5 Accumulated Cumulus Precipitation

Figure 3: Peak hourly variance of 10 m V wind for all
ensembles.

4.4 Water Vapor Mixing Ratio at 2 m
The value of 2 m water vapor mixing ratio (Q2)
over the simulation period ranged from 0 to 1.6 x
-2
10 kg/kg in the ensemble average. It grows to
larger values as the episode proceeds, showing a
large swirling pattern from the Atlantic Ocean off
the Northeast U.S. traveling southwest and turning
around Florida until it is northeast from Arkansas
to New York State. This may be due to model
spin-up since the NAM humidity data was not used
to initialize it. Another WRF run with a modified

The values for accumulated total precipitation
from cumulus clouds (RAINNC) in the ensemble
average ranges up to 20 mm during the entire
simulation period. There was a significant line of
thunderstorms from Kansas north to Wisconsin in
the night at the end of the simulation period. The
variance for all ensembles for this rain event
2
reaches up to almost 400 mm , indicating a
standard deviation almost equal to the average
total convective rainfall (see Figure 5).
Although the land surface models have a
similar magnitude of variance, the choice of land
surface option does have a significant impact on
convective rainfall. The RUC Land Surface Model
ensembles have a larger area of variance
compared to the Noah Land Surface Model as well
as two additional storms north of the main line of
thunderstorm. In contrast, the two PBL schemes
have similar areas of variance in accumulated
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convective rainfall but Mellor-Yamada-Janjić has a
significantly higher magnitude of variance than
Yonsei University PBL schemes.
Not surprisingly, the cumulus
parameterizations show the largest divergence in
maximum variance over the simulation period. The
magnitude and area of variance are larger for the
Grell-Dévényi Ensemble compared to the KainFritsch cumulus parameterization. The two
northern storm systems only appear in the GrellDévényi Ensemble scheme. In addition, the
convective rainfall event in the Grell-Dévényi
Ensemble scheme starts two hours earlier. The
convective rain event continues beyond the end of
the simulation period, so any difference in the time
the storms would be predicted to end by the two
cumulus schemes cannot be ascertained.

be minimal. However, nocturnal ozone forecasts
have accuracy problems [Delle Monache et al.,
2006] on which this WRF ensemble may be able
to shed some light.
Another potential problem is that the location
of high variance does not occur near the high
ozone areas for convective and nonconvective
precipitation and only marginally for wind variance.
This is not surprising given that ozone events are
correlated with low winds and stagnant conditions.
However, the temperature and moisture have high
variance in ozone-related locations.
Other relevant meteorology variables known to
play a major role in air quality simulations have not
yet been analyzed, including PBL height (PBLH),
surface emissivity (EMISS), friction velocity (UST),
time-varying roughness length (ZNT), heat flux
(HFX), ground heat flux (GRDFLX), latent heat flux
(LH), and moisture flux (QFX). These factors may
increase the spread of the emissions and air
quality ensembles.

6. FUTURE WORK

Figure 5: Peak hourly variance of accumulated total
cumulus precipitation for all ensembles (portion of the
domain with relevant data has been magnified).

The accumulated total non-cumulus
precipitation was minimal with a maximum value of
1.3 mm. The nonconvective storms occur west of
California and above Michigan near the end of the
simulation period. These all occur near boundaries
of the simulation, which makes the results less
reliable.

5. DISCUSSION
The magnitude and area of the variance
generated by the WRF varied physics ensemble in
key meteorological variables is significant. It
shows good potential for capturing some of the
meteorology uncertainty in ozone forecasting. One
barrier will be the timing of the maximum variance.
For all but the water vapor mixing ratio, the peak
variance occurs in the evening and night so its
direct impact on ozone production forecasts may

The eight MMAQ WRF ensembles and
ensemble average analyzed above are now ready
to be processed by the Meteorology-Chemistry
Interface Processor (MCIP). This output will be
used in the SMOKE model to generate
meteorology-dependent emissions including point,
mobile, and biogenic sources. The sensitivity of
these emissions to the meteorology variances will
then be analyzed. Each WRF ensemble member
and its complementary SMOKE ensemble
member will be used to generate one CMAQ
ensemble. The sensitivity of ozone predictions to
meteorology variance will then be assessed.
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